Outline of Key Issues on Practice Exam

Part (A)

I.   	Is Bosco Guilty of Felonious Assault At All?

	Statute requires either (1) “knowingly caus[ing] serious physical harm to another;” or
		(2) “knowingly caus[ing] physical harm to another with a deadly weapon.”

    A.   Possible defenses to “knowingly caus[ing] serious physical harm to another”

	1.    Can’t show adequate mens rea – Bosco didn’t knowingly cause serious physical harm to Arthur

		some helpful facts:	Bosco wouldn’t mean/intend such harm to his friend
					Hard to do “serious” harm with a golf club
					Only known harm was bruise to leg, cannot be sure Bosco intended more 

		some contrary facts:	Bosco shouted “Now I’m really gonna beat you”
					Bosco chose heaviest golf club
					Bosco kept coming at Arthur even after already inflicting some harm

		additional factor:	Intoxication– MPC § 2.08 says intoxication can serve as a defense if it negatives an essential element, and thus perhaps may here help establish that Bosco lacked required mens rea.  But, as Cameron case showed, the evidence of intoxication has to be quite significant before a court will even let this issue get to a jury.

Here the evidence of intoxication is pretty strong: 10 beers; Bosco’s golfing ability and stability clearly impaired.  Close question as to whether this issue gets to a jury and as to whether a jury be might be convinced. 

	Evaluation:	Though “serious” harm not a “practical certainty” (definition of “knowingly” under MPC), prosecutor will have good case that such harm was Bosco’s “conscious object” (definition of “purposely”), and this greater mens rea would satisfy statute (see MPC § 2.02(5)).  Intoxication arguments may provide best hope of defeating mens rea.

(Note that intent to cause paralysis or an injury exactly as suffered by Arthur is not the key issue, since statute is concerned with any “serious physical harm.”)


	2.    Can’t show adequate causation – Bosco didn’t cause serious physical harm to Arthur

		“But-for” causation clear	(Maybe claim accident would have happened anyway with cart left in reverse, but this is such a reach it is probably not worth raising.)

		“Legal” causation the key issue

		some helpful facts:	Arthur’s conscious choice to get in cart and try to speed away
					Arthur was responsible for leaving cart in reverse
					Intervening act based in the (negligent?) act of victim 

		some contrary facts:	Bosco’s continued pursuit “directly” lead to Arthur’s hurried exit
					Bosco could/should foresee serious harm resulting from his attack
	
	Evaluation:	MPC § 2.03(2)(b) ultimately leaves it to the jury to decide whether the actual result “is not too accidental . . . to have a just bearing on the actor’s liability . . . .”  This ultimate judgment would be a close call on these facts, though prosecutor likely prevails.


    B.   Possible defenses to “knowingly caus[ing] physical harm to another with a deadly weapon”

	1.    Renewed and revised versions of mens rea  and causation arguments above

	Evaluation:	Since “serious” harm no longer needed, it will be much harder to show lack of adequate mens rea or adequate causation.  Looks like Bosco’s “conscious object” was to physically harm Arthur, and Bosco clearly caused at least the physical harm of a bruised leg.

(An argument might be made that a bruised leg does not constitute physical harm, though plain terms of statute suggest that this lesser physical harm is enough.)


	2.    Can’t establish additional “deadly weapon” element – key added “attendant circumstance” here

	        Two arguments:	(a) act: golf club does not qualify as “deadly weapon” for purposes of this statute
				(b) mens rea: Bosco lacked required mens rea concerning this circumstance

Act issue: Does a golf club qualify factually/legally as a deadly weapon?
			It can likely cause death, though not usually considered a “classic” deadly weapon	
		Mens rea issue: Is a mens rea required for this circumstance and does Bosco satisfy?
MPC § 2.02(4) says that “knowingly” mens rea applies to all “material elements, unless a contrary purpose plainly appears,” and § 2.02(3) suggests that at least “recklessness” is required for any unspecified element.  But this may only mean Bosco has to have some mens rea concerning the use of a weapon, and whether such a weapon legally qualifies as “deadly” may be viewed as an issue of “governing law” for which no mens rea is needed.

	Evaluation:	We may have success with claim that statute is meant to cover only “classic” deadly weapons – e.g., guns, knives.  If this fails, it will be hard to convince a judge that, even though a golf club technically qualifies as a deadly weapon, Bosco should not be held liable because he did not “know” a golf club qualified as a deadly weapon. 


II.  	If Bosco is Guilty of Felonious Assault, Is It a 1st-Degree Felony?

Arthur qualifies as a “peace officer” under Sussex law, though Bosco was ignorant / mistaken about his status.  Of course, ignorance of the law is generally no excuse, but perhaps this is one of those situations involving “an exception” to that classic maxim.

	In particular, the following theories might provide a basis for relief:

    A.	Bosco’s mistake was one about “non-governing” law which negates a requisite mens rea

Bosco’s mistake is about how Sussex defines peace officer, not about any aspect of the Oliwood offense with which he is charged.  Like in Bray, this mistake about some “other” non-governing law might provide an argument for the defense, although to do so the mistake must negate a required mens rea.

The statute is not clear as to whether any mens rea is required for “peace officer” element of the higher 1st-degree offense, and thus a key question again becomes . . . 

		Is a mens rea required for “peace officer” element and does Bosco satisfy?
MPC § 2.02(4) says that “knowingly” mens rea applies to all “material elements, unless a contrary purpose plainly appears,” and/or MPC § 2.02(3) suggests that, at the least, “recklessness” is required for any element.

Prosecution 	Strict liability applies (i.e., legislature did not want any mens rea to be required on
            says	this element).  In support, prosecutor will argue: (1) as a matter of statutory construction, the structure of offense clauses shows that “knowingly” term does not extend to the peace officer element; and (2) as a matter of policy, offense qualifies as worst crime whenever a peace officer has been harmed, regardless of the subjective intent of defendant.

We will say 	Some mens rea must apply and Bosco did not have it.  Oliwood (through adoption of MPC) strongly disfavors strict liability, and both MPC “default” rules and fairness call for some mens rea to be applicable.  As for policy, higher grade of offense clearly meant to punish and deter intentional/knowing attacks on the police.  This was a private brawl which should not be a public-type offense just because the victim (unbeknownst to Bosco) happened to be a peace officer.


Evaluation:	Bosco probably has a strong argument that the much more serious 1st-degree offense is not to be a matter of strict liability, and thus some mens rea (probably the “knowingly” requirement and at the least “reckless”) should extend to “peace officer” element.  And since Bosco genuinely did not know (and probably was not even aware of any risk) that Arthur was a peace officer, he should not be found guilty of 1st-degree felony.	



	

    B.	Reasonable reliance on an official statement of law?

Since we do not seem to be dealing with a mistake of governing law, there is the possibility of negating a required mens rea as detailed above.  Even if this fails, though, MPC § 2.04(3)(b) provides a further defense for “reasonable reliance upon an official statement of the law.”  Perhaps we can argue the company lawyer’s representation to Bosco about his “peace officer” status makes such a defense viable.

	BUT this contention has serious problems because:

(a) the statement has to be really official, coming from a “public officer,” and here we simply have the representation made by a private, company lawyer; and

(b) Bosco has to have acted “in reasonable reliance” on this statement, and there is no evidence suggesting that Bosco decided to attack Arthur because of what the company lawyer told him.

Evaluation: 	Both these problems seem to be show-stoppers, especially since MPC § 2.04(4) says the burden is on defendant to establish this defense.


Other issues – Provocation
The facts plainly show that Bosco was provoked by Arthur, but there is no statutory basis for raising this issue as a defense to the charge of felonious assault.  “Provocation” at common law was a partial defense only for homicide offenses, and it remains viable in modern codes only to the extent that modern statutes retain the defense explicitly in their definitions of the grades of homicide.  We may be able to use the facts about provocation at the time of sentencing, however (see Part (B)).


Part (B)
	Retribution – which is often discussed in terms of “just deserts” — is a principle that calls for punishment to be based on, and connected to, the extent of the offender’s wrong-doing or moral blameworthiness.  Though various elements may influence one’s view of an offender’s blameworthiness, key aspects include the extent to which the offender made a voluntary choice to do wrong, the nature of the wrong act the offender chose to commit, and the extent of the social harm the offender caused.

	Here, Arthur’s provocation and Bosco’s intoxication should significantly impact one’s view of Bosco’s blameworthiness.  Because he was inebriated, Bosco’s decision to attack Arthur was not the same sort of voluntary choice one might make when sober.  Moreover, Arthur’s provocation — which was deliberate, significant and might have prompted many ordinary men to react like Bosco did — also reveals that Bosco’s choice was not entirely “voluntary” and thus not as blameworthy.  Further, though Arthur’s paralysis is a terrible harm, Arthur’s provoking acts and his own negligence may be even more responsible for the severity of his injury than Bosco’s behavior.  At most, Bosco can be fairly blamed for the bruise and the fear he caused Arthur, and it is not entirely unreasonable to view even these lesser harms as at least partially justified or at least partially excused given Arthur’s own unsavory behavior.

	Taken together, these circumstances establish that “according to a retributivist theory of punishment, . . . a lesser criminal penalty is appropriate” for Bosco.

